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The situation in White River becomes truly explosive as more killings occur in what appears to be an escalating sequence of retaliations. But when
Gurney questions the true nature of all this bloodshed, and zeroes in on peculiar aspects of the individual murders, his involvement is suddenly
terminated. Obsessed with evidence that doesn't support the official version of events, Gurney cannot let go of the case.



Just give us a call at to place an order. Skip to main content. Search Search. Advanced Search. Add to Wish List. Description "John Verdon
writes grown-up detective novels, by which I mean stories with intelligent plots, well-developed characters and crimes that have social
consequences. John Verdon writes grown-up detective novels, by which I mean stories with intelligent plots, well-developed characters and crimes
that have social consequences. White River Burning , featuring the author's brainy gumshoe-for-hire, Dave Gurney, checks all these boxes. The
polarized city is on edge, confronted with angry demonstrations, arson, and looting. In the midst of the turmoil, a White River police officer is shot
dead by an unknown sniper. As the town spirals out of control, local authorities approach Dave Gurney to conduct an independent investigation of
the shooting. White River Burning is the most provocative and timely book yet by the author hailed by The New York Times as masterly.

Praise for White River Burning "Compelling. There are monsters in this book, certainly, but they live and breathe and look like us, which makes
them all the more frightening.
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Description John Verdon writes grown-up detective novels, by which I mean stories with intelligent plots, well-developed characters and crimes
that have social consequences. White River Burning , featuring the author's brainy gumshoe-for-hire, Dave Gurney, checks all these boxes. The
polarized city is on edge, confronted with angry demonstrations, arson, and looting. In the midst of the turmoil, a White River police officer is shot
dead by an unknown sniper. As the town spirals out of control, local authorities approach Dave Gurney to conduct an independent investigation of
the shooting. White River Burning is the most provocative and timely book yet by the author hailed by The New York Times as masterly. Product
Details Price. Thrillers - Suspense.

Tensions have been running high in White River as it approaches the one-year anniversary of a fatal shooting of a black motorist by a local police
officer. The economically depressed, racially polarized city is on edge, confronted with angry demonstrations, arson, and looting. In the midst of
the turmoil, a White River police officer is shot dead by an unknown sniper. As the town spirals out of control, local authorities approach Dave
Gurney to conduct an independent investigation of the shooting. The situation in White River becomes truly explosive as more killings occur in what
appears to be an escalating sequence of retaliations. But when Gurney questions the true nature of all this bloodshed, and zeroes in on peculiar
aspects of the individual murders, his involvement is suddenly terminated. Hardcover List Price: John Verdon writes grown-up detective novels, by
which I mean stories with intelligent plots, well-developed characters and crimes that have social consequences.

White River Burning , featuring the author's brainy gumshoe-for-hire, Dave Gurney, checks all these boxes. The polarized city is on edge,
confronted with angry demonstrations, arson, and looting. In the midst of the turmoil, a White River police officer is shot dead by an unknown
sniper.
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minimum 10 days in delivery. We might cancel the product from the order and refund you if any issue arise with the delivery of this product.
Availability In stock. Qty 1 2 Only 2 items left in stock. Add to cart. Note: Electronic products sold in US store operate on volts, a step-down
power converter is required for the smooth device function. It is mandatory to know the wattage of the device in order to choose the appropriate
power converter. Recommended power converters Buy Now. Product Details "John Verdon writes grown—up detective novels, by which I mean
stories with intelligent plots, well—developed characters and crimes that have social consequences. White River Burning , featuring the author's
brainy gumshoe—for—hire, Dave Gurney, checks all these boxes.

Praise for White River Burning "Compelling. There are monsters in this book, certainly, but they live and breathe and look like us, which makes
them all the more frightening. A complex, engrossing mystery, Wolf Lake will challenge what you believe to be true about the banality of evil and
the lengths men will go to for the things they most want to hide. How's that for attention grabbing? Like household name huge? Verdon has a very
distinctive style, one that is slightly offbeat without being off-putting… Verdon is an author deserving of your time and attention; if you love
mysteries, you owe it to yourself to read Wolf Lake.

Before becoming a crime fiction writer, John had two previous careers -- as an advertising creative director and a custom furniture maker. He
currently lives with his wife Naomi in the rural mountains of upstate New York -- raising chickens, tending the garden, mowing the fields, and
devising the intricate plots of the Gurney novels.
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from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Finland - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See
details. Located in:. The polarized city is on edge, confronted with angry demonstrations, arson, and looting. In the midst of the turmoil, a White
River police officer is shot dead by an unknown sniper. As the town spirals out of control, local authorities approach Dave Gurney to conduct an
independent investigation of the shooting. White River Burning is the most provocative and timely book yet by the author hailed by The New York



Times as "masterly.

About the author JV. Read more. Reviews What people think about White River Burning 0. Rate as 1 out of 5, I didn't like it at all. Rate as 2 out
of 5, I didn't like it that much. Rate as 3 out of 5, I thought it was OK. A complex, engrossing mystery, Wolf Lake will challenge what you believe
to be true about the banality of evil and the lengths men will go to for the things they most want to hide.

How's that for attention grabbing? Like household name huge? Verdon has a very distinctive style, one that is slightly offbeat without being off-
putting Verdon is an author deserving of your time and attention; if you love mysteries, you owe it to yourself to read Wolf Lake. This preview is
indicative only. The content shown may differ from the edition of this book sold on Wheelers. My Account Sign in Register. Icon Legend Ready to
Ship. Out of Print. Pre-release title. On Special. Firm Sale.
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